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Domain 1 
Textbook section IXL skills

Fairy Tales and Tall Tales Reading comprehension
1. Which book title goes with the picture?   2RA

2. Choose the picture that matches the setting or
character   ZSQ

3. Read realistic fiction   UC6

4. Determine the themes of myths, fables, and
folktales   VES

5. Which could happen in real life?   D5P

Speaking and listening
6. Who, what, when, where, or why?   ACD

7. Make predictions about a story   KUK

Language and vocabulary
8. Use the prefixes pre-, re-, and mis-   JBV

9. Choose the antonym   9Y4

10. Use context to identify the meaning of a
word   TJQ

11. Multiple-meaning words with pictures   WVW

Writing
12. Choose the right end mark   GQY

13. Is it a complete sentence or a fragment?   69X

14. Sort words into categories   DRQ
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Domain 2 
Textbook section IXL skills

Early Asian Civilizations Reading comprehension
1. Read about famous people   5MZ

2. Use text features   MKE

3. Order events in a story   5YL

4. Use actions and dialogue to understand
characters   ZDC

Speaking and listening
5. Choose the sensory details that match the

picture   HEE

6. Add descriptive details to sentences   V7X

7. Form and use the regular past tense   JV2

8. Form and use the irregular past tense: set 1   G88

9. Form and use the irregular past tense: set 2   LKH

10. Form and use the irregular past tense: set
3   SFB

11. Form and use the irregular past tense: set
4   64F

Language and vocabulary
12. Find antonyms in context   2LH

13. Shades of meaning with pictures   W8Q

14. Find the words with related meanings   C65

Writing
15. Complete the fact and opinion sentences   79N
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Domain 3 
Textbook section IXL skills

The Ancient Greek Civilization Reading comprehension
1. Compare and contrast in informational

passages   NQN

2. Identify time-order words   Y2J

3. Read graphic organizers   6T3

Language and vocabulary
4. Identify base words, prefixes, and suffixes   8F6

5. Which sentence uses an antonym?   XC6

6. Describe the difference between related
words   54B

7. Order related words based on meaning   QCT

8. Use Greek and Latin roots as clues to the
meanings of words   P7X

Writing
9. Which word is not like the others?   DVZ

10. Complete the opinion passage with an
example   GF5

11. Revise the sentence using a stronger verb   LZV
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Domain 4 
Textbook section IXL skills

Greek Myths Reading comprehension
1. Read realistic fiction   UC6

2. Determine the themes of myths, fables, and
folktales   VES

3. Use actions and dialogue to understand
characters   ZDC

4. Choose the picture that matches the setting or
character   ZSQ

5. Order events in a story   5YL

6. Read animal fantasy   RC7

Speaking and listening
7. Use sense words   6B8

Language and vocabulary
8. Choose the synonym   JJX

9. Find synonyms in context   NZD

10. Multiple-meaning words with pictures   WVW

11. Choose the picture that matches the idiomatic
expression   XFB

Writing
12. Choose topic sentences for narrative

paragraphs   YME

13. Use time-order words   QDD
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Domain 5 
Textbook section IXL skills

The War of 1812 Reading comprehension
1. Read about famous people   5MZ

2. Use key details to determine the main idea   LMZ

3. Read poetry   FWZ

Language and vocabulary
4. Determine the meaning of a word with pre-, re-,

or mis-   KQY

5. Determine the meaning of a word with -ful or
-less   6TR

6. Find antonyms in context   2LH

7. Order related words based on meaning   QCT

Writing
8. Choose the text that matches the writer's

purpose   Y9R

9. Is the sentence a statement, question,
command, or exclamation?   C5B

10. Identify the subject of a sentence   QZJ

11. Identify the predicate of a sentence   FHU
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Domain 6 
Textbook section IXL skills

Cycles in Nature Reading comprehension
1. Read about animals   W8U

2. Determine the topic and purpose of
informational passages   Y2G

3. Compare and contrast in informational
passages   NQN

Language and vocabulary
4. Complete the two-syllable words   UBX

5. Complete the sentence with a two-syllable
word   THW

Writing
6. Choose topic sentences for expository

paragraphs   AQZ

7. Select the detail that does not support the topic
sentence   WXK

8. Revise the sentence using a stronger verb   LZV
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Domain 7 
Textbook section IXL skills

Westward Expansion Reading comprehension
1. Determine the topic and purpose of

informational passages   Y2G

2. Read about famous people   5MZ

3. Use text features   MKE

Speaking and listening
4. Who, what, when, where, or why?   ACD

Language and vocabulary
5. Choose the picture that matches the idiomatic

expression   XFB

6. Determine the meaning of a word with pre-, re-,
or mis-   KQY

7. Determine the meaning of a word with -ful or
-less   6TR

Writing
8. Add descriptive details to sentences   V7X
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Domain 8 
Textbook section IXL skills

Insects Reading comprehension
1. Use key details to determine the main idea   LMZ

2. Identify the purpose of a text   Y2F

3. Compare and contrast in informational
passages   NQN

4. Complete the opinion passage with a
reason   5UN

Language and vocabulary
5. Choose the antonym   9Y4

6. Use context to identify the meaning of a
word   TJQ

7. Does the adverb tell you how, when, or
where?   6SH

Writing
8. Put the sentences in order   5SF

9. Select the detail that does not support the topic
sentence   WXK

10. Choose topic sentences for expository
paragraphs   AQZ

11. Organize information by main idea   B9K
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Domain 9 
Textbook section IXL skills

The U.S. Civil War Reading comprehension
1. Choose the picture that matches the setting or

character   ZSQ

2. Choose the sensory details that match the
picture   HEE

3. Match each effect to its cause   J68

4. Match each cause to its effect   X8Z

5. Read along with historical fiction   FNE

Language and vocabulary
6. Use Greek and Latin roots as clues to the

meanings of words   P7X

7. Choose the antonym   9Y4

Writing
8. Add descriptive details to sentences   V7X
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Domain 10 
Textbook section IXL skills

The Human Body Reading comprehension
1. Read graphic organizers   6T3

2. Use text features   MKE

3. Put the sentences in order   5SF

4. Use time-order words   QDD

Language and vocabulary
5. Choose the picture that matches the idiomatic

expression   XFB

6. Determine the meaning of a word with pre-, re-,
or mis-   KQY

Writing
7. Sort words into categories   DRQ

8. Complete the fact and opinion sentences   79N
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Domain 11 
Textbook section IXL skills

Immigration Reading comprehension
1. Identify an author's statement of opinion   95J

2. Complete the opinion-reason-example table   YRX

3. Read along with historical fiction   FNE

4. Compare and contrast characters   CBL

Language and vocabulary
5. Sort words with shared prefixes and suffixes by

meaning   JBB

6. Prefixes and suffixes: review   5ES

Writing
7. Greetings and closings of letters   ST2
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Domain 12 
Textbook section IXL skills

Fighting for a Cause Reading comprehension
1. Determine the topic and purpose of

informational passages   Y2G

2. Read poetry   FWZ

3. Read along about art, music, and traditions   H6K

4. Use key details to determine the main idea   LMZ

Speaking and listening
5. Use sense words   6B8

Language and vocabulary
6. Shades of meaning with pictures   W8Q

Writing
7. Commas: review   HA2

8. Capitalization: review   BR9

9. Revise the sentence using a stronger verb   LZV
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